HD-VIEW™
Digital Cystoscope

see the difference
HD-VIEW™ — See the Difference

The new HD-VIEW™ Digital Cystoscope offers several enhancements to improve the experience for you and your patients.

• High-definition visualization experience can be powered by IMAGE1 S™ or the brand new TELE PACK +
• Optional suction & large working channel
• Tapered tip design to easily navigate challenging anatomy

Built-in LED technology eliminates the need for an external light source

• Simple connection
• Enhanced ergonomics
HD-VIEW™ allows you to see a new level of definition never seen before in flexible cystoscopy.

Bring the IMAGE1 S™ HD Visualization Experience from the OR to the Office

See more color, contrast, tissue differentiation, and depth cues

- CLARA adds definition to dark areas of an image
- CHROMA enhances vascularization that may be associated with tumor formation

HD-VIEW™ with IMAGE1 S™

CHROMA enabled

TELE PACK + Compact Endoscopy

All-in-One HD Diagnostic and Procedural Platform

- Built-in light source to support a wide range of urology office procedures
- Recording and playback function simplifies patient/family education
See More with HD-VIEW™

Clear Field of View

Optional suction capability enhances clinical efficiency by clearing blood and debris with the push of a button.

- Large 7 Fr working channel improves flow
- Rapid bladder draining
- Maintain clear surgical field of view
Improved Experience for You and Your Patients

Tapered Tip Design

HD-VIEW™ includes our new, tapered tip design (10.9 Fr) that is more comfortable for patients and can navigate challenging anatomy with ease.

- Enhanced patient comfort
- Easily navigate challenging anatomy

Material Enhancements

The large 7 Fr working channel and distal articulation cover have been fortified to resist scrapes and punctures, allowing for easy insertion of instruments such as biopsy forceps or cauterization electrodes.
Urology
Outpatient Program

Bundled Pricing – One Monthly Payment

- Flexible Cystoscopes
- Video Imaging/Recording Equipment
- Comprehensive Service Agreement
- Sterilization Trays/Containers

**Operating Lease:** Lowest monthly payment. Flexibility to trade-in and trade-up as equipment needs change or new equipment is launched. Terms of 12 to 60 months available.

**Capital Lease:** Option to own equipment at end of lease term. Extended terms up to 84 months available.

**Bridge to Budget:** Make no payments (or interest payments) for up to 6 months. Popular option to overcome budget or timing constraints. Compatible with operating or capital leases.
PROTECTION1®
Service Contracts & Programs

Comprehensive Service Agreements provide repair or replacement on any failure or breakage of the covered equipment during the term of the contract without additional charge. Available through a lease with KARL STORZ Capital, they are perfect for most urology offices.

FLEXPack Service Agreements provide a fixed number of replacements on any failure or breakage of the covered equipment during a 1- to 3-year term. FLEXPack is only available for purchased equipment and is not compatible with a lease.

Managed Equipment Services provide the ultimate asset-management solution for high-volume urology offices, hospital clinics, and ASCs. The package bundles together equipment, service, and on-site technicians in one payment on a single contract. Replace equipment with the latest, most advanced KARL STORZ technology at any time during the contract term.